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1. INTRODUCTION 

 A digital image is a binary representation of a two-dimensional image. The digital representation is an array 

of picture elements called pixels. Each of these pixels has a numerical value which in monochromatic images 

represents a grey level. A good histogram is that which covers all the possible values in the gray scale used. This 

type of histogram suggests that the image has good contrast and that details in the image may be observed more 

easily. A good histogram is that which covers all the possible values in the gray scale used. Histogram equalization 

is widely used for contrast enhancement in a variety of applications due to its simple function and effectiveness. 

Histogram equalization is a technique to obtain a uniform histogram for the output image. It flattens the histogram 

and stretches the dynamic range of gray levels or in other words histogram equalization maps the input images 

intensity values over the range (0 to 255) so that the histogram of the resulting image will have an approximately 

uniform distribution. This technique is used for contrast stretching and certain modification in this technique can 

make it useful for preserving the brightness of the image. Due to this reason, the histogram equalization has been 

found to be a powerful technique for image enhancement. Histogram equalization (HE) [1] has been the most 

popular approach to enhancing the contrast in various application areas such as medical image processing, object 

tracking, speech recognition, etc. HE-based methods cannot, however, maintain average brightness level, which may 

result in either under- or oversaturation in the processed image. For overcoming these problems, bi-histogram 

equalization (BHE) [2]and dualistic sub image HE[3] methods have been proposed by using decomposition of two 

sub histograms. For further improvement, the recursive mean-separate HE (RMSHE) [4]method iteratively performs 

the BHE and produces separately equalized sub histograms. However, the optimal contrast enhancement cannot be 

achieved since iterations converge to null processing. Recently, the gain-controllable clipped HE (GC-CHE)[5] has 

been proposed. The GC-CHE method controls the gain and performs clipped HE for preserving the brightness. A 

modified HE method which is based on the singular-value decomposition of the LL sub band of the discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT).In spite of the improved contrast of the image, this method tends to distort image details in low- 

and high-intensity regions.  
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ABSTRACT: For several decades, remote sensing images such as satellite images have played an important role in 

many fields such as meteorology, agriculture, geology, education, etc. Contrast Enhancement is very important for 

better visual perception and color reproduction. This paper presents novel contrast enhancement approach based on 

Discrete Wavelet Transform and adaptive histogram equalization. The Existing system uses dominant brightness 

level analysis and adaptive intensity transformation for remote sensing images. Intensity transfer functions are 

adaptively estimated by using the knee transfer function and the gamma adjustment function based on the dominant 

brightness level of each layer. Resulting enhanced image is obtained by using the inverse DWT.The proposed 

algorithm uses adaptive histogram equalization to improve the overall quality of the image. The existing system 

enhances LL sub bands more than other bands and need to do boundary smoothing and image fusion. This may 

degrade the overall quality. The proposed algorithm overcomes this problem using the adaptive histogram 

equalization function. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm enhances the overall contrast and 

visibility of local details better than existing techniques. The performance of proposed algorithm is higher than the 

existing system. For performance evaluation EME is used. 
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 The common problems caused by existing contrast enhancement methods, such as drifting brightness, 

saturation, and distorted details; need to be minimized because pieces of important information are widespread 

throughout the image in the sense of both spatial locations and intensity levels. For this reason, enhancement 

algorithms for satellite images not only improve the contrast but also minimize pixel distortion in the low- and high-

intensity regions. The existing system used dominant brightness level analysis and adaptive intensity transformation 

function for enhancing the contrast of given satellite image. For that  DWT decomposes the input images into four 

frequency layers such as LL,LH,HL,HH .From that LL include the illumination information so this LL is 

decomposed into low, medium and high layers and intensity of each layer is transformed according to the dominant 

brightness level of  each layer. The intensity transformation is computed using the knee transfer function and gamma 

adjustment function. Due to some disadvantages of existing system we can use an additional method to enhance the 

contrast of image by using adaptive histogram equalization of wavelet sub bands [7]. The disadvantages are the 

existing system need manual input for image fusion, and also we need to enhance the LL bands more than the other 

bands. Sometimes image fusion may degrade the image quality.SO introduce this adaptive HE method [7]. 

 Block diagram of existing contrast enhancement technique is given below. This technique uses discrete 

wavelet transform and dominant brightness level analysis and adaptive intensity transformation function. 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the existing contrast enhancement algorithm[6]. 
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II. ADAPTIVE HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION 

 The present invention relates to a method, apparatus and computer program product for contrast 

enhancement of images based on adaptive histogram equalization. In particular it relates to preventing adaptive 

histogram equalization from causing fading artifacts and object extension artifacts. An adaptive histogram 

equalization method is provided comprising the steps of dividing an image into regions of pixels, determining 

structures of local pixel value differences of a predefined strength of the image, building for every region a 

histogram of the pixel values based on the determined structures of local pixel value differences and mapping pixel 

values of each region based on the histogram corresponding to the region. An adaptive histogram equalization[6] 

method for enhancing contrast of digital images, comprising: dividing an image into regions of pixels, determining 

structures of relative local pixel value differences of at least a predefined difference value, building, for every region 

with a determined structure of relative local pixel value difference, a histogram of pixel values of pixels within the 

region, based on respective pixel values of pixels located on a first side of the determined structure and on maximum 

and minimum pixel values for pixel located on a second side of the determined structure, andmapping pixel values 

of each region based on the histogram corresponding to the region..The pixels on said second side are accounted for 

in the corresponding histogram as part pixels carrying a minimum value and part pixels carrying a maximum value. 

An adaptive histogram equalization method further comprising: smoothing the histograms or deriving smoothing 

functions from the histograms, wherein the smoothed histograms or the derived smoothing functions are used in said 

mapping pixel values.  

III.BRIGHTNESS ANALYZISOF EACH LAYER 

 

 Existing histogram-based contrast enhancement methods cannot preserve edge details and exhibit 

saturation artifacts in low- and high-intensity regions. The existing uses  a novel contrast enhancement algorithm for 

remote sensing images using dominant brightness level-based adaptive intensity transformation as shown in Fig. 1. 

If we do not consider spatially varying intensity distributions, the correspondingly contrast-enhanced images may 

have intensity distortion and lose image details in some regions. For overcoming these problems, we decompose the 

input image into multiple layers of single dominant brightness levels. To use the low-frequency luminance 

components, we perform the DWT on the input remote sensing image and then estimate the dominant brightness 

level using the log-average luminance in the LL subband [8]. Since high-intensity values are dominant in the bright 

region, and vice versa, the dominantbrightness at the position (x, y) is computed as, 

 

D(x, y) = exp (1/NL∑ {log L(x, y) + ε})  (1) 

(x,y)∈S 

 

 Where S represents a rectangular region encompassing (x, y), L(x, y) represents the pixel intensity at (x, y), 

NL represents the total number of pixels in S, and ε represents a sufficiently small constant that prevents the log 

function from diverging to negative infinity. The decomposed low-, middle-, and high-intensity layers are shown in 

Fig.3.(a-i). The low-intensity layer has the dominant brightness lower than the pre specified low bound. The high 

intensity layer is determined in the similar manner with the Pre specified high bound, and the middle-intensity layer 

has the dominant brightness in between low and high bounds. The normalized dominant brightness varies from zero 

to one, and it is practically in the range between 0.5 and 0.6 in most images. For safely including the practical range 

of dominant brightness, we used 0.4 and 0.7 for the low and high bounds, respectively. 
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Fig. 3   Image decomposition based on the dominant brightness levels and Contrast enhancement results. (a) 

Original image. (b) Dominant intensity analysis. (c) Enhanced result image. (d–f) Low-, middle-, and high-intensity 

layers. (g–i) Enhanced low-, middle and high-intensity layers 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed contrast enhancement algorithm. 

 

IV. EDGE PRESERVING INTENSITY TRANSFORMATION 

 By calculating dominant brightness of each layer adaptive intensity transformation function is used. We 

need to calculate the optimal transfer function for each layer. For doing such things we need to use knee transfer 

function and gamma adjustment function. For global contrast enhancement the knee transfer function stretches the 

low intensity values by determining the knee points according to the dominant brightness level.Since the knee 

transfer function tends to distort image details in the low- and high intensity layers, additional compensation is 

performed using the gamma adjustment function. The gamma adjustment function is modified from the original 

version by scaling and translation to incorporate the knee transfer function as, 

Gk(L) ={(L/Mk)
1/ γ

-(1- L/Mk)
 1/ γ

+1}  ,for k∈ {l,m, h}   

 
Fig. 4.  (a) Knee transfer functions for three layers using the corresponding knee points and spline interpolation. 

bland bh represent low and high bounds, respectively, of intensity, and O,×, and Δ represent low-, middle-, and high 

intensity layers, respectively. (b) Adaptive intensity transfer functions for three layers[6]. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 Experimental result shows evaluation of the existing system with the proposed system. The performance of 

the proposed algorithm is compared with existing well-known algorithms including standard HE, BHE,GC-

HE,RMSHE and dominant brightness level analysis methods. The proposed method is evaluated using Measure of 

Enhancement EME. The EME represents the overall image quality enhanced with preserving the average brightness 

level and edge details in all intensity ranges and MAE represents mean of the difference existing between two 

images. These parameters are calculated as follows: 

EME =1/k1k2    ∗𝑘2
𝑙=1  I𝑘1

𝑘=1 max(k,l)/Imin(k,l)+c In Imax(k,l)/Imin(k,l)+c 
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Where k1k2 represents the total number of blocks in an image, Imax(k, l) represents the maximum value of the 

block, Imin(k, l) represents the minimum value of the block, and represents a small constant to avoid dividing by 

zero. In this letter, we used 8 × 8 blocks and c = 0.0001. EME values for different enhancement methods are listed in 

Table  I. Comparison of EME values show that the proposed method outperforms existing enhancement methods. 

 
 

Fig. 5 Original image from the Computer Vision Group-University of Granada image database [16]; contrast-

enhanced images by using (b) the standard HE, (c) RMSHE, (d) GC-CHE, (e) Demirel’s, and (f) proposed one 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

 This paper presents novel contrast enhancement mainly based on adaptive histogram equalization. The 

existing system used dominant brightness level analysis and adaptive intensity transformation function for contrast 

enhancement of low quality images. But which does not preserve average brightness level and may cause distortion 

due to Image fusion and also it need manual input for weighting map estimation for boundary smoothing. So 

introduce adaptive histogram equalization which overcome all this problems and produce good quality 

image.Comparion of   EME values of each method is given below. 

  

INPUT STANDER

ED HE 

RMSHE GC-

CHE 

DEMIREL’S 

METHODE 

EXISTING 

DOMINANT 

BRIGHTNESS 

LEVEL 

METHOD 

PROPOSED 

METHOD 

1 0.025 0.010 0.125 0.764 0.786 1.056 

2 1.172 4.978 1.173 2.732 2.746 3.002 

3 1.023 0.944 0.965 1.944 2.126 3.00 

4 0.689 0.680 0.838 0.626 0.703 1.98 

 

Table 1.different EME values for different contrast enhancement methods 

 

 

The proposed algorithm can effectively enhance the overall quality and visibility of local details better than existing 

state-of-the-art methods including RMSHE, GC-CHE, and Demirel’smethods. Experimental results demonstrate that 

the proposed algorithm can enhance the low contrast satellite images and is suitable for various imaging devices 

such as consumer camcorders, real-time 3-D reconstruction systems 
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